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Al~raet--In this note, the AGE algorithm for solving tridiagonal systems ofequations [1] is applied to 
the SLOR and ADI methods and a comparison with the Thomas algorithm is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the Dirichlet problem on the region R, 
02U 02U 
0x---~ +-b-7 = 0, (x,y)ER, (l) 
where U(x, y) is determined on the boundary OR by the condition, 
U(x, y) = g(x, y), (x, y) e OR. (2) 
If the n 2 internal mesh points are ordered in column or (row) wise manner, then using the usual 
five-point finite difference formulae at each point of the two-dimensional mesh yields the system, 
A u = b,  (3) 
where the resulting coefficient matrix A is block tridiagonal with each diagonal submatrix as a 
tridiagonal matrix. The solution of expression (3) by SLOR or ADI methods is now considered 
where the iterative AGE algorithm can be implemented to solve the tridiagonal systems involved. 
2. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Problem I 
02U 02U 
+~y2 =0,  (x ,y)~R,  (4) Ox 2 
subject o the boundary conditions, 
U(x, 0) = U(0, y) = U(x, 1) = U(1, y) = 10, 0 ~< x, y ~< 1, (5) 
where R is the unit square. 
By applying the usual five-point finite difference formulae, the following system is obtained: 
A u = b, (6) 
where A is a block tridiagonal matrix with the diagonal submatrices as tridiagonal matrices. This 
problem is solved by the SLOR and ADI iterative methods where the AGE and Thomas algorithms 
are applied to solve the tridiagonal systems. The results are shown in Tables 1 and 2 for the SLOR 
and ADI methods, respectively. 
Problem 2 
Consider the non-linear problem 
~2U t~2U 
0x 2 + ~y:  = U 2, (x, y) • R, (7) 
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Table 1 Table 2 
Thomas algorithm AGE algorithmt Thomas algorithm AGE algorithm? 
h -I to k co k h -I r k r k 
5 1.164--I.19 9 1.85-1.187 9 5 0.76--0.89 8 0.8-0.85 8 
10 1.415 18 1.415 18 10 0.4--0.44 15 0.495 16 
15 1.558-1.559 27 1.56 27 15 0.3--0.31 23 0.338--0.339 23 
20 1.647-1.648 36 1.648 35 20 0.17-0.21 30 0.23 30 
25 1.705-1.708 45 1.708 44 
30 1.747-1.75 54 1.751 53 ?On average an extra 9-10 iterations (k) per line is required for the 
inner iterations of the ADI method. 
?On average an extra 3 iterations (k) per line is required for the 
inner iterations of the SLOR method. 
subject to the boundary conditions 
U(x ,O)=U(O,y )=U(x , l )=U(1 ,  y )= lO,  0~<x,y~<l ,  (8) 
where R is the unit square. 
By applying the finite difference procedure, the following non-linear difference equation is 
obtained: 
h 2 i+ l , J '~ -U i - l , j - -4U i ,  j '~-U i ,  j+ l '~-U i ,  j - l ) - -~ 'U  2"" i , j= l ,2 ,  . ,n ,  ,,: . .  (9) 
the non-linear equation can be solved iteratively by starting from some initial guess solution u (°). 
Hence, the successive iterates u (k) may be defined as the solution of  
__u(k+l) 2 (k) ~i(k+l) ~s(k+l) __ s,(k) i,j- I + (4 + h ui, j)_i, / . (k) i, j = 1, 2, (10) " i , j+  I - -  ~ i+ 1,j ~- Ui-- l,j~ . . . ~ n~ 
which is a system of  linear equations in u ¢k+ 0_  ~u(k+o~ - - t  i, j )" 
Expression (10) can be written in matrix form as 
A[U(k)]U (k+l) = b[U(k)], k = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  (11) 
starting from some initial guess u (°), where A [u~k] is a block tridiagonal matrix and each submatrix 
Ai[u (k)] is a tridiagonal matrix of  the form 
= 
b,[uCk)] _-- 
4 -k  h2u iA  - -  1 ] (k) 
- 1 .. 4 -}- h2ui ,2 .,. - -  1.  0 
"- ~ "- .. ~ -1  
0 ~ " -- 1 " 4 + h2ui, n 
I Ul, o + Ui- I , l  "~ Ui-t- 1,1 
Ui-- 1,2 "31- Ui+ 1,2 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Ui, n + I "~" U i -  I,n "~" Ui + l,n 
, i - -1 ,2  . . . . .  n (12a) 
and u (k + o 
I 
Ui, n 
, i=  1,2 . . . . .  n. (12b) 
Table 3 shows the results obtained to solve this non-linear problem by the SLOR method applying 
the AGE and Thomas algorithms. 
Table 3 
Thomas algorithm AGE algorithm'[" 
h -I co k to k 
5 0.988..-1.008 9 0.991 8 
10 1.275-1.279 17 1.279 17 
15 1.445-1.448 25 1.449 25 
20 1.553 33 1.554 33 
25 1.625-1.628 41 1.628 41 
30 1.676-1.683 50 1.682 50 
?On average an extra 3-4 iterations (k) per line is required for the 
inner iterations of the SLOR method. 
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Table 4 Table 5 
Thomas algorithm AGE algorithm'f Problem 2 Problem 3 
h -I to k to k h -I co k co k 
5 0.52-0.54 I 1 0.517-0.52 11 5 0.96--1.034 10 0.521-0.535 10 
10 0.802-0.808 21 0.806-0.807 21 10 1.312-1.34 20 0.804-0.825 22 
15 1.008-1.011 31 1.009-1.01 31 15 1.508-1.51 32 1.02-1.038 34 
20 1.156-1.169 41 1.169-1.171 41 20 1.605--1.608 47 1.188-1.204 45 
25 1.281-1.288 49 1.288 49 25 1.664-1.672 63 1.327-1.329 54 
30 1.374-1.382 57 1.381 57 30 1.71-1.716 81 1.424-1.426 64 
'fAn extra 3 iterations (k) per line is required for the inner iterations 
of the SLOR method. 
Problem 3 
~2 U ~2 U 
I--~y2 = U 4, (13) ~x 2 
subject o the boundary conditions of expression (8). 
By following the same steps as the previous problem, a system similar to expression (1 l) can 
be obtained but the tridiagonal submatrices A~[u~k)] of the block tridiagonal matrix A [u~k~] have the 
form 
4 "4- h2u~l -1  (k) 
4-b hEu~2- -1  ~ 
A,[uC~)] =_ 
© 
© ~ ~ _1 ~ 4+h2u 3i, n 
i = l, 2 . . . .  , n (14) 
The results obtained for solving this problem by the SLOR method using the AGE and Thomas 
algorithms are shown in Table 4. 
The convergence t st used in solving the three problems was the average test, i.e. 
LI u~ k+ ') " ~k) u?)  
- ~,~ II/[1 + II II] < E, (15) 
with E = 5 x 10 -6. 
Table 5 shows the results obtained when the two non-linear problems (i.e. Problems 2 and 3) 
are solved by the SLOR method implementing the AGE algorithm where the iterative process 
(inner test) is carried out only once. 
3. THE COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY 
In order to assess the efficiency of the proposed schemes, we will compare the amount of 
operations required to obtain the solution to some problems by the two strategies. 
For the linear problem it can be shown that the number of operations required to solve Problem 
1 by the SLOR method implementing the following: 
(a) Thomas algorithm is 6 multiplications and 6 additions per point 
and 
(b) AGE algorithm is 9 multiplications and I 1 additions per point. 
For Problems 2 and 3, an extra multiplication and addition is required for both algorithms, hence, 
the number of operations required using the Thomas algorithm is 
7 multiplications and 7 additions per mesh point 
and when the AGE algorithm is used 
I0 multiplications and 12 additions per mesh point are required. 
From the above analysis of the amount of operations required by the two algorithms together with 
the results obtained to solve the three problems, it can be noted that the AGE algorithm requires 
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more computer time than the Thomas algorithm. However it can be seen, from Table 5, that the 
more non-linear the problem becomes then the AGE algorithm becomes more competitive. 
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